iCNS Authorize

An automated, payer approved solution to improve the preauthorization
process and increase reimbursements.

81% of

preauthorization
requests require
extra work,
rework or phone/
fax follow-ups.*

*SureScripts Electronic Prior-Authorization
White Paper Mar 2012
†Health Forum, AHA Annual Survey Data, 1990-2014

Payer rules and government regulations are complex and onerous,
prompting many healthcare providers to find better ways to handle their
preauthorization processes. Frustration has grown along with the complexity
of payer policies, but providers simply cannot afford to risk reimbursements
and claims denials. As it stands, over $40 billion worth of payments are lost
each year due to write-offs for uncompensated care.†
Does the pain of preauthorization sound familiar?
Being proactive
With the implementation of Merge’s iConnect® Network Services (iCNS)
Authorize, the uncertainty and hassle of preauthorization that hamper
efficiency are eliminated through automation, while drastically reducing
denials. iCNS Authorize has been shown to significantly reduce overhead by
an average of 65% while increasing the volume of reimbursable studies by
approximately 50%. No longer will your patient flow and referring clinician
relationships be held hostage by the preauthorization process.

iConnect Network Services Authorize

is part of an advanced interoperability network that allows you to electronically
manage referrals with any provider anywhere, and includes the capability to
automate orders with Clinical Decision Support. With iCNS Authorize you can…

Reduce write offs and
increase payment
probablility with
preauthorization

iCNS Offerings
iCNS Orders
An interoperability solution to
simplify patient referrals
iCNS Authorize
An automated process for
insurance preauthorization
iCNS Results
An electronic distribution system
for delivery of exam results

iConnect Network Services is
not FDA-cleared for diagnostic
use on mobile devices.

Improve referring
satisfaction, which can lead
to improved referral rates

Focus your
internal staff on providing
meaningful services and
care to your patients

Improve preauthorization
accuracy and timely
completion with
scalable services

How does iCNS Authorize help?
Our partnerships with Radiology Business Management (RBM)
organizations eviCore Healthcare and AIM Specialty Health allow
us to integrate their technology with the iCNS Authorize solution to
automate and streamline the process.
“We chose Merge as our partner to address this challenge because
Merge is the only company with the infrastructure in place to enable
automated ordering, preauthorization and imaging results delivery for
the entire marketplace. The potential benefits for our payer clients and
the providers they serve are considerable,” said Matt Cunningham,
executive vice president of M&A integrations and value improvement
programs at eviCore.
With iCNS Authorize, you can fill open time-slots, obtain appropriate
authorizations, increase patient volume, and free up staff for more
important tasks. And given the option of choosing standard, same day
and urgent authorizations, you gain the flexibility you need to adapt to
referring clinician requests.
There is no hardware to install and no up front capital investment,
so getting started is easy.
Although AIM and eviCore cover 132M members combined, Merge can
secure preauthorizations for patients that fall outside of these plans.
iCNS Authorize supports a better referral experience.
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